Introducing A Whole New Way To Think About Architectural Preset Stations...

SceneStation sets a new standard for full-featured, easy to use, cost-effective DMX lighting control. SceneStation is entirely self-contained in a single gang wall switch sized unit. Perfect for restaurants, high-end residential, trade show booths, churches and more, SceneStation can control nearly any DMX device (RGB fixtures, moving lights, dimmers, effects, etc.), while also remaining very simple for the end user.

SceneStation is dynamic. Instead of only offering the ability to play back a few simple "presets", SceneStation can be programmed to run shows with multiple steps, loops and beautiful built-in effects.

The secret is the power and flexibility of the built-in effects engine and fully-customizable preset buttons. SceneStation goes way beyond simple "presets" with the ability for each scene to have stunning effects such as Twinkle, Sparkle, various color animations and more. SceneStation’s buttons can be programmed with advanced features like running chases, stepping sequentially through a list of scenes, toggle, momentary and pile-on functions and more. Additionally, each button includes fully-programmable RGB backlighting and the button caps can be optionally engraved with custom legends.

Another important feature of SceneStation is how easy it is to program. The powerful SceneStation Studio software (available for Mac or Windows) is a simple, but powerful graphical environment for setting up and building content for SceneStation.
SceneStation Models

SS-305
Architectural SceneStation

SS-310
Portable SceneStation

SS-315
Portable SceneStation Kit

SS-UR1
User's Remote
For triggering presets or adjusting grandmaster remotely.

Color Options

Color Options for Architectural SceneStation
- White
- Black
- Ivory
- Light Almond

Effects

- Color Cycle
- Sparkle
- Random Palette
- Twinkle
- Color Rotate

And More...

Typical Wiring

12-24V AC/DC

Optional DMX Input
DMX-512

Programming & Operation

SceneStation Studio
Programming Software for Mac or Windows

SS-USB-STICK
Wireless Programming Stick

SS-USB-DONGLE
Long-Range Wireless Dongle

Custom Engraving
Personalize SceneStation for a specific Application